
basic ability tests

advanced ability tests

 drama die number totaled over multilple tests> (tn)

Opposed tests

 3d6 + ability score + ability focus > npc roll

- when you roll doubles on successful test, you receive stunt points equal  
  to the number shown on the drama die.
- stunt points must be spent immediately or are lost
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QuIckstart rules tHe eXPaNse rPG QuIckstart
Because of the tight-knit nature of the crew of sample characters and the limited scope of 

this quickstart, all of the characters have a level 1 Relationship with their fellow crewmates, 
the other player characters. The assumption is they have been together for a while now, and 
care about and look after each other, even if they don’t always get along. The players can use 
this Relationship during the adventure for a bonus stunt point, as detailed under Relationship 
Stunts in the rules.

tests 
The Expanse uses three six-sided dice (3d6) for tests of characters’ abilities. Two of the dice 
should be differentiated from the third by color, size, or something else. The differentiated third die 
is known as the Drama Die. You make tests to find out whether your character succeeds or fails 
when a chancy situation comes up in the game.

sImPle tests 
To make a simple test, the most common kind, roll 3d6 and add the relevant ability score. If you 
have an appropriate focus for that ability, add +2 more. For example, when attempting to dodge 
around an obstacle, you roll 3d6, add your Dexterity score, and add +2 if you have the Acro-
batics focus. A character may only add one ability score and one focus bonus per test. Always 
remember that you don’t need to have a focus to attempt a test. Appropriate focuses for a given 
test are listed in parentheses after the ability the test calls for. For example, “an Intelligence 
(Medicine) test.” 

The sum of your die roll, ability, and focus bonus are compared to a target number (TN) that 
represents the difficulty of the test. The harder it is to succeed, the higher the TN. If your sum 
equals or exceeds the TN, then you pass the test and succeed!

3d6 + aBIlItY score + focus BoNus (+2) vs. tarGet NumBer 

Sometimes the circumstances of a test make it easier or more difficult than normal, giving a 
bonus or penalty to your total. Such bonuses are rarely greater than +3, and penalties rarely worse 
than –3. In some cases, it’s helpful to know not just whether you succeed, but how well you do. The 
quality of a success is determined by the unmodified result on the roll’s Drama Die.

For example, a character trying to blend in at an elite nightclub on a station has to make a 
Communication (Etiquette) test. Assuming the character succeeds, a Drama Die result of 1 may 
mean that the character commits some faux pas and looks like they were let in as a favor to 
someone, while a Drama Die result of 5 or 6 might mean the character conducts themselves well 
enough to be admitted to a private table. In most cases, the GM determines the exact results of 
the Drama Die by deciding how things turned out, or in certain cases, allowing points from the 
Drama Die to be spent on stunts (see later in this quickstart for more on stunts).

oPPosed tests 
Sometimes you pit your character’s ability against another character’s ability. This is called an 
opposed test. In an opposed test, all parties involve make simple tests simultaneously, but rather 
than comparing their results to a target number, the character with the highest total wins. If there’s 
a tie, the character with the highest Drama Die number wins. If it’s still a tie, the highest ability score 
wins. The parties in an opposed test sometimes use different abilities. For example, a character 
attempting to sneak past a guard rolls Dexterity (Stealth) against the guard’s Perception (Hearing). 
If one character has an advantage over their opponent that’s not already reflected in their ability or 
focus, those circumstances may provide a bonus or penalty to the roll. Such modifiers are usually 
no worse than –3 or better than +3. So if it’s dark, the sneaking character might get a bonus to slip 
past the guard unnoticed.

focus lIst
For your reference, here is the 
full list of focuses found in The 
Expanse rulebook. In these quick-
start rules, a character never 
needs a specific focus to attempt 
a test.

AccurAcy
Bows, Gunnery, Pistols,  

Rifles, Throwing

communicAtion
Bargaining, Deception, Disguise, 
Etiquette, Expression, Gambling, 

Investigation, Leadership, 
Performing, Persuasion, 

Seduction

constitution
Running, Stamina, Swimming, 

Tolerance

Dexterity
Acrobatics, Crafting, Driving, 

Initiative, Piloting,  
Sleight of Hand, Stealth

Fighting
Brawling, Grappling,  

Heavy Weapons, Light Weapons

intelligence
Art, Business, Cryptography, 
Current Affairs, Demolitions, 

Engineering, Evaluation, History, 
Law, Medicine, Navigation, 

Research, Science, Security, 
Tactics, Technology

PercePtion
Empathy, Hearing, Intuition, 
Searching, Seeing, Smelling, 
Survival, Tasting, Touching, 

Tracking

strength
Climbing, Intimidation,  

Jumping, Might

WillPoWer
Courage, Faith, Self-Discipline
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care about and look after each other, even if they don’t always get along. The players can use 
this Relationship during the adventure for a bonus stunt point, as detailed under Relationship 
Stunts in the rules.

tests 
The Expanse uses three six-sided dice (3d6) for tests of characters’ abilities. Two of the dice 
should be differentiated from the third by color, size, or something else. The differentiated third die 
is known as the Drama Die. You make tests to find out whether your character succeeds or fails 
when a chancy situation comes up in the game.

sImPle tests 
To make a simple test, the most common kind, roll 3d6 and add the relevant ability score. If you 
have an appropriate focus for that ability, add +2 more. For example, when attempting to dodge 
around an obstacle, you roll 3d6, add your Dexterity score, and add +2 if you have the Acro-
batics focus. A character may only add one ability score and one focus bonus per test. Always 
remember that you don’t need to have a focus to attempt a test. Appropriate focuses for a given 
test are listed in parentheses after the ability the test calls for. For example, “an Intelligence 
(Medicine) test.” 

The sum of your die roll, ability, and focus bonus are compared to a target number (TN) that 
represents the difficulty of the test. The harder it is to succeed, the higher the TN. If your sum 
equals or exceeds the TN, then you pass the test and succeed!

3d6 + aBIlItY score + focus BoNus (+2) vs. tarGet NumBer 

Sometimes the circumstances of a test make it easier or more difficult than normal, giving a 
bonus or penalty to your total. Such bonuses are rarely greater than +3, and penalties rarely worse 
than –3. In some cases, it’s helpful to know not just whether you succeed, but how well you do. The 
quality of a success is determined by the unmodified result on the roll’s Drama Die.

For example, a character trying to blend in at an elite nightclub on a station has to make a 
Communication (Etiquette) test. Assuming the character succeeds, a Drama Die result of 1 may 
mean that the character commits some faux pas and looks like they were let in as a favor to 
someone, while a Drama Die result of 5 or 6 might mean the character conducts themselves well 
enough to be admitted to a private table. In most cases, the GM determines the exact results of 
the Drama Die by deciding how things turned out, or in certain cases, allowing points from the 
Drama Die to be spent on stunts (see later in this quickstart for more on stunts).

oPPosed tests 
Sometimes you pit your character’s ability against another character’s ability. This is called an 
opposed test. In an opposed test, all parties involve make simple tests simultaneously, but rather 
than comparing their results to a target number, the character with the highest total wins. If there’s 
a tie, the character with the highest Drama Die number wins. If it’s still a tie, the highest ability score 
wins. The parties in an opposed test sometimes use different abilities. For example, a character 
attempting to sneak past a guard rolls Dexterity (Stealth) against the guard’s Perception (Hearing). 
If one character has an advantage over their opponent that’s not already reflected in their ability or 
focus, those circumstances may provide a bonus or penalty to the roll. Such modifiers are usually 
no worse than –3 or better than +3. So if it’s dark, the sneaking character might get a bonus to slip 
past the guard unnoticed.

focus lIst
For your reference, here is the 
full list of focuses found in The 
Expanse rulebook. In these quick-
start rules, a character never 
needs a specific focus to attempt 
a test.
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Rifles, Throwing
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Performing, Persuasion, 

Seduction
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Tolerance

Dexterity
Acrobatics, Crafting, Driving, 

Initiative, Piloting,  
Sleight of Hand, Stealth

Fighting
Brawling, Grappling,  

Heavy Weapons, Light Weapons

intelligence
Art, Business, Cryptography, 
Current Affairs, Demolitions, 

Engineering, Evaluation, History, 
Law, Medicine, Navigation, 

Research, Science, Security, 
Tactics, Technology
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Survival, Tasting, Touching, 

Tracking
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Courage, Faith, Self-Discipline
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action time: movement action time: combat social interaction

General exploration stunts

infiltration stunts

investigation stunts

attitude stunts

membership & reputation stunts

general social stunts



player’s turn (1 major & 1 minor) or (2 minor)
tu
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ns ACTIVATE (TALENT OR TECH)

AIM (+1 ON ATTACK ROLL)

GUARD UP (+1 OR +2 DEF FOR ROUND; -1 TEST PENALTY)

MOVE (MOVE 1X SPEED IN METERS OR STAND, SIT ETC)

PREPARE (POSTPONE MAJOR ACTION THROUGHOUT ROUND)

PRESS THE ATTACK

READY (DRAW A WEAPON OR ITEM)

STAND FIRM (RESIST MOVEMENT BY ATTACKER)

MELEE ATTACK (ROLL: FIGHTING)
RANGED ATTACK (ROLL: ACCURACY)
CHARGE (ROLL: FIGHTING + BONUS)
ALL-OUT ATTACK (ROLL: FIGHTING -1 DEF)
STUNT ATTACK (ROLL: ACTION +1SP; NO BASE DAM)

DEFEND (+2 DEF UNTIL NEXT TURN)
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RUN (MOVE 2X SPEED IN METERS)

ATTACK

(MOVE WITH NPC AT NO COST AFTER SUCCESSFUL ATTACK)
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ag
e 1.  SUBTRACT the target’s TOUGHNESS from damage

2. SPEND FORTUNE to eliminate some or all of the remaining damage

3. TAKE AN INJURED CONDITION - damage reduced by 1d6

4. TAKE A WOUND CONDITION - reduce by additional 1d6

5. if any damage remains, the target is TAKEN OUT of the encounter
** The attacker decides on the target’s condition.

step 1:  pc’s & npc’s roll for initiative (dex + INITIATIVE focus)
step 2:  characters take turns in initiative order
  - take actions (1 major & 1 minor) or (2 minor)
  - roll required abilities
  - perform stunts if possible
  - resolve damage

step 3: turns continue until gm announces end of the encounter
step 4: breather (1d6+CON+Lvl) = +fortuneco
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